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Human resources are strategic resources for modern enterprises and the most 
critical factor for enterprises’ development as well. Incentive serving as an important 
means of the human resources’ development and management has been more and 
more highly valued by modern enterprises. The incentive theory will apply to the 
study of modern financial institutions in this thesis by taking a state-controlled 
commercial bank F bank as the case. By probing the target bank’s internal 
policies ,the questionnaire, and the analysis of the incentive effects as well as the 
existing problems and the related reasons, the author integrates his working 
experiences into the study , making proposals on the incentives to the target bank 
staffs regarding  material incentives, spiritual motivation, development incentives, 
and management incentives . 
    The incentive to bank staffs is the main line of this paper with the "theoretical 
guidance – analyzing the situation – finding problems – proposing solutions, "as the 
bases, forming the framework of the interrelated system. Firstly, the definition and 
classification of incentive are introduced, on the bases of which forms the framework 
of staff-incentives, and then reviews the reference materials both at home and abroad 
to draw inspiration for the study .Secondly, analyze the defectives of the target Bank 
staff incentive system and the reasons on the basis of studying the existing incentives 
and the questionnaires of staff job satisfaction. Based on this, the author puts forward 
the countermeasures of F Bank staff incentives in respect of material incentives, 
spiritual motivation, development incentives, and management incentives.   
    The author hopes the conclusions of the paper may serve as guidance to the 
improvements of the F Bank’s staff incentives and may also become the 
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第一章  绪论 





































































































第二章  激励理论概述 









代高级英语词典》中对“激励”（Motivate）的英语释义为“①to provide (someone) 
with a (strong) reason for doing something 激发，激励，使……产生动机；
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